Basin 3 Hole Set
(RE60-CP)
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Specifications (MM)

150 mm
230 mm

185 mm

60 mm
55 mm

(Note: Low level spout and Goose spout options will have different spout dimensions)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Renaissance

Before starting the installation process you must first check that your basin has a centre hole of 30mm diameter
or greater, this is the width needed to allow the flexible hoses to fit through the vanity.
Attach the brass bolt and washers to the top of the cartridges (the top is the end that has the spline). From the
underside of the basin push the cartridge with the spline at the top through the relevant hole in your basin.
When the cartridge head is pushed through push the bell of the tap onto the spline and screw the bell down so
that it sits firmly ont he basin. Once the bell is screwed down screw the nut on the underside of the cartridge up
so that the cartridge is firmly secured.
Take the brass hub and retaining rod and screw the retaining rod into the brass hub, place the brass hub that the
spout sits within over the centre hole on the basin, making sure the retaining rod goes through the hole.
From the underside of the basin attach the horse clip retainer and washer onto the retaining rod and secure in
place with the retaining bolt. Once the hub is secure screw the flexible hose connectors into the hub from the
underside of the vanity.
Connect the cartridge to the hot and cold water supply in line with standard approved plumbing practices.
Renaissance suggests attaching a nut and olive compression fitting to the tap tail and securely inserting the
tubing inside the fitting and tightening the nut and olive so that it is secure and water tight.
For further assistance with your Renaissance product please call the technical support line on (07) 3266 5222
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